Since the prospective minor was announced, additional faculty requests for courses to be added as electives have been received. They were welcomed. The joint History-Cook Center vision of the minor is ecumenical: We intend to reach globally, and we search for pluralist and multivalent understanding of inequality. We insist on the integrity of the core but are open, welcoming and expansive about the electives.

**Course Number – Name (instructor)**

- HISTORY 101 – Intro to Global History (P. Duara)
- HISTORY 105 – Old Worlds/New Histories (V. Kajjar)
- HISTORY 121 – Intro to Contemporary Latin America (G. Goldin Marcovich)
- HISTORY 124 – History of the Present (Chappel & Marquez)
- HISTORY 179S – GTWY SEM: Capitalism & Critics (R. Huston)
- HISTORY 202 – Gender and Socialism (A. Krylova)
- HISTORY 218 – Modern and Global India (S. Ramaswamy)
- HISTORY 222 – Environment/Capitalism in Latin America (G. Goldin Marcovich)
- HISTORY 286 – Europe in the Twentieth Century (J. Chappel)
- HISTORY 309 – Alexander Hamilton and His World (J. Huston)
- HISTORY 313 – Crime and the City from Dickens to The Wire (S. Thorne)
- HISTORY 316S – The Atlantic Slave Trade (B. Gaspar)
- HISTORY 318 – Caribbean 1492-1700 (B. Gaspar)
- HISTORY 319 – War, Slavery, and Revolution (B. Gaspar)
- HISTORY 321 – The Modern Caribbean after Emancipation (L. Dubois)
- HISTORY 328 – Global Brazil (J. French)
- HISTORY 336 – North America to 1760 (J. Barr)
- HISTORY 340 – Civil War and Reconstruction (T. Glymph)
- HISTORY 342 – Making Modern America (A. Lentz-Smith)
- HISTORY 343 – History of Modern America (N. MacLean)
- HISTORY 344 – U.S. Social Movements (N. MacLean)
- HISTORY 344D – African American Women and History (T. Glymph)
- HISTORY 345 – North American Environmental History (L. Bruno)
- HISTORY 348 – Civil Rights Movement (A. Lentz-Smith)
- HISTORY 349 – African American Women in History (T. Glymph)
- HISTORY 352 – Immigrant Dreams/US Realities (G. Peck)
- HISTORY 354S – Native American Women (J. Barr)
- HISTORY 357S – The Insurgent South (N. MacLean)
- HISTORY 362 – US Political History 1900-Present (R. Huston)
- HISTORY 3XX – Latinx Social Movements (C. Marquez)
- HISTORY 365D – Modern Regulatory State (E. Balleisen)
- HISTORY 370 – Aztecs and Mayans (P. Sigal)
- HISTORY 373 – American Indian History Since 1806 (J. Barr)
- HISTORY 374 – Women/Gender/Sexuality in US History (S. Deutsch)
- HISTORY 384 – China Since 1949 (N. Barnes)
- HISTORY 390 – Black Lives Matter Brazil-US (J. French)
- HISTORY 402 – History of Global Health (N. Barnes)
- HISTORY 411S – Historicizing Whiteness (G. Peck)
HISTORY 454S – CAP SEM: Globalization Asia (S. Mazumdar)
HISTORY 483S – CAP SEM: History of Torture (J. Martin)
HISTORY 484S – CAP SEM: African Americans and the World (A. Lentz-Smith) HISTORY 537 – Postwar Europe (M. Hacohen)